### Recital Is Most Popular

The much discussed March of Time programs were voted second popular programs in the recent assembly poll. Ada Becker Stickle's piano recital was voted most popular.

The first part of the poll which called for an expression of good, fair, or poor regarding the assembly program was more easily answered than the second part of the popularity poll as is shown below:

1. Mrs. Steel, piano recital
2. March of Time
3. Moore, "World in Planets" by Harry Partch, director of the Live Donetsk
4. Mahler, Madame Naturale, clarinet solo
5. Allison, "Tender, Youth, Lost Parent"
6. Moeller-Pracht Quartet, vocal and instrumental
7. Jones, oratorio, "Thirty Years With Jim Thorpe"
8. Foreigner, Political Rally by Frederick Neidlinger, around America
9. Steel, piano recital
10. Beues, "China Supersize in a Duplet"
11. Big Band, "Teeth and Crime"
12. Robert Helfterman, "student Refugee Problems"
13. John Peakes, "our International Concept"
14. Mr. Adams, "A Chinese Silences"
15. Petter Cotton for an arrangement of suggested programs in music
16. Murphey, "March of Time"
17. Music Instrumental: March of Time
18. Lawton, "student in Lights"
19. Stevenson, "Simplicity"
20. Students' free-roll information
21. Information Places
22. Drama
23. Music
24. Information Places
25. Drama
26. Teachers

In addition there were many suggestions which will be submitted to the assembly committee in planning a schedule for next year.

### Students to Hear Law School Dean

Dr. Paul M. Andrews, dean of the Syracuse University Law School, will address the faculty and research workers of this college at 7:45 o'clock in Alumni Hall Monday night. Dr. Andrews is a graduate of Alford and Columbia Law School, and is a member of the New York State Bar Association. He has been a law teacher at Harvard, Columbia, and George Washington University. He is a member of the American Bar Association, the New York County Bar Association, and the New York State Bar Association.

Mr. Andrews will speak on "The Profession of the Lawyer," and "The Future of Legal Education." His address will be in response to the request of the law school faculty for a speaker on the subject.

### Spring Vacation Begins

Spring vacation begins at 10:00 A.M. on Monday, April 7. Both Friday and Monday are no-cut days.

### Cocktails in St. Patrick's Day Celebrations

The college faculty held cocktails in the Student Union in connection with the St. Patrick's Day celebrations Friday evening. The faculty were entertained by the Footlight Club and Theta Chi fraternity.

### Student Life To Follow

The proposed series of student activities for the spring term is now in the planning stage. The series will be announced in the near future.

### DEADLINE FOR ORDERS

All orders for commencement announcements and programs must be at the office of Student Life by Friday, April 17. The names of the officers of graduating classes will be announced in the commencement program.

### Spring Religion Conference

The College of Religion will hold its annual spring religion conference on Friday, April 17, at 10:00 A.M. in the Student Union. The conference will focus on the theme of "Religion and the Modern World." The speakers will include Professor J. Nelson Norwood, President J. W. Armstrong, and Dr. R. L. Miller.
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The Minority Speaks

The minority of students who didn’t want “time to march on,” as former Chaplain James C. McLoyd put it, were probably dissatisfied with the dilemma presented by a “new” campus, a “Cam- pus” which did not have a group of students to which they could appeal for an answer to the situation.

While the desire for a better campus band, why couldn’t some feasible arrangement be made so that there would be available a band for ensemble practice and for possible appearance at air-signal concerts or for other purposes which might prove of lesser degree for band work?

But in the past Alfred has given school credit for such activities. The problem to be solved is then whether or not the band can organize itself to meet the requirements or qualifications which would be set up by such credit work.

The other night, we heard some really splendid music on the “Spots” show, and many of us who normally don’t pay much attention to music were impressed with the program.

The first part, we feel, would have been even better—had the students been allowed to have the program as in previous years, without the necessity of having to pay for their programs to a music organization, Incorporated. Indeed, to the contest between the present faddish disc rteasnts and a good, solid, even musical college band which genuinely appreciates the fine quality of music would certainly be a great asset to the Alfred campus.
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Waddington

Along Sports Row — By Don Wattles

Three internials are playing, two are in the library, and the third is with a bunch of books in a little nook. It's a great place to study, but the sky's the limit when it comes to copying diseases. The library is where you can find the best books, but remember to study, too!

The Boston Post on record this week: "The only thing we can think of is that the weather was so bad that the teams couldn't get out for practice."

The records: "The NYA Boys ping pong team was victorious over the NYA Girls, 3-0."

The NYA Boys won the first two games, but the Girls managed to tie the score in the third game. The match was a hard-fought one, but in the end the NYA Boys emerged victorious.

The records: "The NYA Girls' basketball team defeated the NYA Boys, 40-30."

The Girls had a strong defense, holding the Boys to only 30 points. The NYA Girls' team members worked together to achieve their victory.
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Ceramists Will Present Saxonette... Ten Papers Before ACS

By Mariel Strong

There would be few people on campus if Alfred students should ever be able to hold back from giving out their feelings to Capud and William Tell.

Proof of this fact the open auditory tournament held in the Ceramic Experiment Station was delight to many.

The "Use of Higher of Soda Feldspar in the Manufacture of Plate Glasses in Plate Glass Works in England." It was found that by using certain quantities of oxide to the clay, the effect of powdering the clay and thoroughness in the rate and thoroughness of the mixing process could be greatly increased.

The Effect of Glass Penetration in the Manufacture of Porcelain Bisque and in Porcelain Finishes by Elwood Weil, graduate last year from Alfred University. It was found that by using certain quantities of oxide to the clay, the effect of powdering the clay and thoroughness in the rate and thoroughness of the mixing process could be greatly increased.

The Influence of Fumes and Thin Water Joints in the Manufacture of Porcelain Wool Bodies by J. D. G. White and H. E. Johnson. A study was made of the production of porcelain wool bodies at the Ceramic Experiment Station. The results were presented in the form of a report.

Among other Things and the Rate of Conductivity by Richard J. F. McMahon. A study was made of the rate of conductivity of porcelain bodies. The results were presented in the form of a report.

The Effect of Temperature Mixtures, Soda Ash, Additions, and Wetting Agents on the Resistance of Porous Bodies to Crazing on Such Ceramic Ware by R. W. Moore. A study was made of the resistance of porcelain bodies to crazing. The results were presented in the form of a report.

The Effect of Temperature Mixtures, Soda Ash, Additions, and Wetting Agents on the Resistance of Porous Bodies to Crazing on Such Ceramic Ware by R. W. Moore. A study was made of the resistance of porcelain bodies to crazing. The results were presented in the form of a report.